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THE OMBUDSMAN’S VIEW
July to September 2019
Insights from EWOV cases on Best Offer and Victorian Default Offer
In this issue of Res Online, we present some first quarter insights on how two of the reforms
introduced recently by the Essential Services Commission are affecting customers. These
reforms — Best Offer notification and the Victorian Default Offer (VDO) — are intended to help
energy customers find better deals. While it’s early days, we’ve already received numerous
cases in which the customer raises concerns about one or both of these reforms. Largely
these cases highlight customer confusion, most commonly about how and when they’ll be
notified about the new entitlements, and whether they’re eligible for them.
For reforms to be effective, customers need to be told about (and receive)
Cynthia Gebert

Throughout 2019 we’ve seen some really significant regulatory developments for

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria)

customers by way of the Payment Difficulty Framework (from January 2019) and now
the Best Offer and VDO reforms (from July 2019). For these reforms to do what they’re
intended to do, customers must know about their entitlements and actually receive them.
Our case experience points to the need for retailers to do a better job of making sure
customers are receiving the necessary information to enable them to benefit.

If you have any feedback about Res Online,
please contact Janine Rayner, EWOV’s
Communications and Policy Manager at:
janine.rayner@ewov.com.au

Cases up quarter on quarter, but down on same time last year
While lower than cases for the July to September 2018 quarter, July to September 2019 cases to EWOV were up on cases
for the April to June 2019 quarter — up 14% overall, up 6% in electricity, up 34% in gas and up 15% in water. Billing continues
to be the top issue and was the source of the highest increases. In electricity and gas, seasonal factors may have had an
impact — for example colder conditions in winter can translate into unexpectedly high bills for some customers. In water,
the inclusion on bills of the annual parks charge may have come as a surprise to some customers. These are both factors
which can lead customers, who are trying to keep on top of top of costs, to query their bills.

Other case studies in this issue
•

Large back bill after inaction on estimated meter readings (billing)

•

Responsibility for high arrears on closed account (credit)

•

On septic, but charged for sewer main connection (provision)

•

Solar benefits delayed by paperwork errors (solar)

Cynthia Gebert
Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria)
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ISSUES WATCH:

Best Offer and Victorian Default Offer

In 2017 the Independent Review into the Electricity and Gas Retail Markets in Victoria found
that Victorians were paying more than they should for energy. The review concluded that many
customers weren’t engaging with the energy market, or finding the best energy deals for their
circumstances. The review made a series of recommendations, which the State Government
subsequently approved. From these, the Essential Services Commission formulated a number of
reforms, which came into effect on 1 July 2019.
The reforms are inter-connected, working together to help ensure that customers who can’t (or
choose not to) engage with the market aren’t charged excessively. The overall aim is to make the
energy market simpler and more affordable for all customers. The reforms will also help ensure
that customers are given clear information to help them make better buying decisions.
The Best Offer notification requires energy retailers to use bills to notify customers where
there’s a better plan available to them and how much they could save by switching to that plan.
This notification to customers — headed ‘Could you save money on another plan?’ — must be
on electricity bills at least once every 3 months and on gas bills at least once every four months.
The Victorian Default Offer (VDO) is a fair price set by the Essential Services Commission. While
not necessarily the best price, it is intended to safeguard customers who can’t (or choose not to)
engage with the market. Since 1 July 2019, energy retailers have been required to automatically
move customers who were on existing standing offers — some 126,031 residential and 43,279
small business customers — to the VDO. In other states, the Default Market Offer (DMO) was
implemented on 1 July 2019 under National Energy Market reforms. The DMO differs from the
VDO in that it serves as a price cap, not as a regulated and subsequently a reference price.

Preparing EWOV for the reforms
To prepare for the introduction of the new provisions, we trained EWOV staff around the
reforms, updated our existing customer fact sheets, and introduced a new ‘What is a best offer?’
fact sheet.
We also introduced new ‘Best Offer ‘and ‘Victorian Default Offer’ sub-issues under our ‘billing >
tariff’ issues category.

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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Early insights from EWOV’s July to September 2019 cases
Concerns customers have raised with us about Best Offer:
•

Being confused about the Best Offer notification

•

Not being notified of their retailer’s Best Offer

•

Being confused about how to access the Best Offer

•

Being confused about how the Best Offer is calculated

•

Not receiving their retailer’s Best Offer despite being a longstanding customer

•

Finding their existing discounts were reduced in new contracts made available by retailers

•

Wanting to backdate the Best Offer and/or have it applied to their most recent bills.

Concerns customers have raised with us about Victorian Default Offer (VDO):
•

Being confused about the VDO and eligibility

•

Being unable to access the VDO because they’re in an embedded electricity network

•

Suspicion of misleading marketing in relation to the VDO

•

Not being notified by their retailer of newly available, cheaper plans

•

That they were automatically rolled onto the VDO when their cheaper contract expired

•

Solar customers having difficulty accessing the VDO

•

Being advised of the VDO in change of contract notices and prompted to review their tariff,
then losing previously available discounts.

This last point emphasises the findings of the Inquiry into the National Electricity Market report
published in September 2019 by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
— which observed a fall in advertised discounts from as high as 40% to less than 20%, and a
significant reduction in the number of plans offering conditional discounts since the VDO and
Default Market Offer were implemented.
Read more
On the Victorian Government’s website
On the Essential Services Commission’s website
On the ACCC’s website

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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BILLING
Trends in billing issues
Across industries, against last quarter
•

Electricity billing cases up 23%

•

Gas billing cases up 70%

•

Water billing cases up 23%

961 cases about high bills
•

Up 101% against the previous quarter

•

Down 40% against the same quarter in 2018

656 cases about billing error
•

Up 26% against the previous quarter

•

Down 23% against the same quarter in 2018

436 cases about tariffs
•

Up 29% against the previous quarter

•

Down 8% against the same quarter in 2018

210 cases about backbills
•

Up 2% against the previous quarter

•

Down 26% against the same quarter in 2018

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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BILLING
FIGURE 1
Billing cases
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Billing Case Study: Large back bill after inaction on estimated meter readings
Extended period of estimated bills | ‘best endeavours’ obligations | access obligations
Case number: 2019/13386
Mr V contacted EWOV saying he had received a back bill for $3,045.24. He
said his gas retailer hadn’t clearly explained to him how the unexpectedly
high bill came about, but it did offer him a payment plan.
We registered Mr V’s complaint as an Assisted Referral and facilitated contact
with him by a higher-level contact within the gas retailer. Mr V returned
to EWOV dissatisfied that the retailer maintained the bill was correct and
had to be paid in full. We opened an Investigation into his complaint.

“Before it was read in June
2019, the meter at Mr V’s
property had not been read
since February 2016.’’

Responding to EWOV’s Investigation, the gas retailer said Mr V had been
receiving estimated bills for over three years, because the gas distributor
couldn’t get access to read the meter due to a locked gate. Before it was
read in June 2019, the meter at Mr V’s property had not been read since
February 2016. Between these dates all bills had been estimated. The retailer
said it had made Mr V aware of the access issue in October 2016 and, at that time, he was given advice
on how to provide his own meter reading. When this didn’t happen, the estimated billing continued.
The gas retailer also advised us that its further review of the complaint and its contact notes for
Mr V showed it had sent him one letter between June 2018 and June 2019 to say his bills were
estimated and he’d need to provide access for the distributor to read the meter or provide his own
meter reading. The retailer self-assessed that this one advice to Mr V didn’t meet its ‘best endeavours’
obligations under the Energy Retail Code to ensure a meter reading is carried out at least once every
12 months. In light of this, the retailer capped Mr V’s back billing to nine months before the date of
the June 2019 meter reading, in line with the backbilling provisions of the Energy Retail Code.
After the gas retailer’s credit adjustment of $1,153.58 to cap the back billing, Mr V’s arrears stood
at $1,837.46. The retailer advised that it could assist him with a better plan than the one he was
presently on; would send him a Utility Relief Grant application form (which, if approved, could mean
a credit of up to $650 to his gas account); and could offer him the option of placing the $1,837.46
arrears on hold for six months while he paid an amount he could afford to his account.
Mr V was satisfied with this outcome. The complaint was closed.

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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CREDIT
Trends in credit issues
Across industries, against last quarter
•

Electricity credit cases up 1%

•

Gas credit cases up 5%

•

Water credit cases up 24%

611 cases about debt collection
•

Up 13% against the previous quarter

•

Down <1% against the same quarter in 2018

469 cases about energy disconnection/water restriction
•

Down 6% against the previous quarter

•

Down 42% against the same quarter in 2018

293 cases about payment difficulties
•

Up 3% against the previous quarter

•

Down 24% against the same quarter in 2018

We closed 146 Wrongful Disconnection Payment (WDP) assessments
•

Down 11% against the previous quarter

•

Down 36% against the same quarter in 2018

•

In 67 assessments (46%), a WDP was found to be payable; a further 21 payments were
made by retailers, with no admission of breach; and 3 assessments were referred to the
Essential Services Commission for decision.
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CREDIT
FIGURE 2
Credit cases
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Credit Case Study: Responsibility for high arrears on closed account
Concerns about default listing | affordability | no customer response to offer
Case numbers: 2019/10796

Ms B rang EWOV in September 2019 concerned that she’d been default-listed by her electricity retailer, with a
subsequent effect on her credit rating. She said she’d been experiencing financial difficulty and paying fortnightly
for some time. She also said the retailer had called her every three months to renew the plan. During her most
recent contact with the retailer, Ms B was told her repayments of around $130 a fortnight would need to increase
to $400 a fortnight. She said the customer service representative’s approach had
been threatening. She rang to complain, but hadn’t received a response. Ms B
also told us she ran a not-for-profit animal sanctuary at the property, funding it
herself and from donations.
We registered Ms B’s complaint as an Assisted Referral and facilitated contact with
her by a higher-level contact within the electricity retailer. Ms B returned to EWOV
dissatisfied that, while the retailer had reduced its requested fortnightly amount
from $400 to $207, this was still more than she could afford. She said her offer to
pay $50 a fortnight had been rejected.
Responding to EWOV’s Investigation of Ms B’s complaint, the electricity retailer
apologised for poor customer service and offered Ms B a $100 credit. It said Ms

“We assessed that the
retailer was offering an
outcome which would assist
Ms B, and which was in
line with her request.‘’

B had switched to a different retailer at the end of February 2019. Her account,
which had been in arrears for several years, was closed owing $8,021.95. The
retailer confirmed that the debt had been sent to debt collection in late April 2019,
but said it had now been recalled and Ms B hadn’t been default-listed.
The retailer said Ms B had been on its hardship program since 2015. It was aware
that she was running and funding an animal sanctuary at the property. It said her arrears had increased because
her payments of $130 a fortnight weren’t covering her electricity usage. The retailer provided historical billing
information, which showed that from November 2017 to January 2019 Ms B’s quarterly invoices were $780.24,
$848.16, $2,062.21, $2,027.73, and $1,124.02.
We discussed this information with Ms B who said she couldn’t afford to make the payments requested by the
retailer. She said she’d stopped her $130 payments, but asked — as a previous long-time customer — to be able
to pay $50 a fortnight until the sale of her house settled, at which time she would pay the arrears in full.
We took Ms B’s counter-offer to the electricity retailer. It agreed to a three-month extension on the arrears on
the condition that — as she’d offered to do — Ms B made regular fortnightly payments of $50 over that period
and made contact before the end of the three months to settle the arrears in full. If this didn’t happen, the
retailer would remove the extension on the account and standard collection activity would recommence.
We assessed that the electricity retailer was offering an outcome which would assist Ms B, and which was in
line with her request. We advised Ms B of this. When Ms B didn’t respond to us to accept or reject the retailer’s
offer — or respond to our reminder notifications and the multiple messages we left for her — we closed our
Investigation and the complaint.

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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FIGURE 3
Credit-related disconnection and restriction cases
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FIGURE 4
WDP outcomes
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PROVISION
Trends in provision issues
Across industries, against last quarter
•

Electricity provision cases down 13%

•

Gas provision cases up 4%

•

Water provision cases down 33%

399 cases about provision at an existing connection
•

Down 8% against the previous quarter

•

Down 34% against the same quarter in 2018

227 cases about provision at a new connection
•

Down 20% against the previous quarter

•

Down 60% against the same quarter in 2018

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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PROVISION
FIGURE 5
Provision cases
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Provision Case Study: On septic, but charged for sewer main connection
8 Years of charges | information at purchase | capital contribution to connection
Case number: 2019/4413
Ms J rang EWOV in early September 2019 dissatisfied that the local water corporation wouldn’t cover the cost of
connecting her property to its sewer main, even though she’d been paying it for sewerage services for eight years.
A recent sewage leak had revealed that Ms J’s property was actually serviced by an onsite septic system. She said she
wasn’t told about the septic system when she bought the property in May 2011, and the septic tank was buried and
not visible above the ground. She said the water corporation had now confirmed the property wasn’t connected and
had offered to reimburse the charges it had billed her since 2011.
We registered the complaint as an Assisted Referral and facilitated contact with Ms J by a
higher-level contact within the water corporation. She returned to EWOV still dissatisfied.
While the water corporation recommended a specific plumber and said she’d be offered
a payment plan for the connection works, it wouldn’t cover the cost and wouldn’t accept
responsibility for her not knowing the property was on septic. Ms J also said that, to complete
the works, she’d need access to her neighbour’s property. The neighbour would agree to
provide access only if she used his relative (a plumber) to do the work.
Responding to EWOV’s Investigation of Ms J’s complaint, the water corporation confirmed that
it had reimbursed $4,000 to her account — $2,792.28 for the Sewer Service Charge, $1,016.13

“As part of EWOV’s
Investigation, we sought
advice from three other
water corporations about
industry practice in
situations of this type.’’

for the Sewage Disposal Charge and $191.59 in recognition of the inconvenience caused.
It said that, before 1998, all customers in properties where water and/or sewer services were
available were billed for the service, whether the property was connected or not. This changed in January 1998 such that
only connected properties could be billed. It said it understood that as many properties as possible affected by the change
were identified, affected customers were alerted, and the charges were withdrawn. However, it was aware that some
properties may have been missed and it had relied on those customers raising the issue and asking for the charges to be
removed from their bills.
The water corporation provided us with a copy of the Section 32 Vendor’s Statement Ms J received before she bought
the property. While this showed sewerage as being connected, the property sewerage plans issued by the Melbourne
Metropolitan Board in May 1990 showed no connection. It said Ms J’s conveyancer hadn’t requested a copy of the
property sewerage plans. However, in June 2015, Ms J requested the plans and they were provided to her. The water
corporation said it had also suggested she might pursue legal advice on whether the vendor and/or conveyancer had
misled her in preparing the property sale documents.
During the Investigation, Ms J paid $10,800 to have the property connected, continuing to seek full compensation from
the water corporation.
As part of our Investigation, we sought advice from three other water corporations about industry practice in situations
of this type. One advised it would cover the full cost of connection to the sewer main, because it attributed the error
to incorrect record keeping by the water corporation. The other two advised they wouldn’t cover the cost, because
connection to the sewer main is an upgrade alternative to onsite septic, and payable by the customer.
In light of these responses, the water corporation offered to cover one-third of the connection cost of $10,800 to resolve
the complaint. After it increased this to 50%, Ms J accepted the offer. The complaint was closed.

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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EMBEDDED NETWORK CASES
July to September 2019

Trends in embedded network issues
Against last quarter
•

115 embedded network cases, up 4%

81 cases about billing
•

Up 25% against the previous quarter

•

Most commonly about high billing, tariffs

7 cases about credit
•

Down 22% against the previous quarter

•

Most commonly about energy disconnection

6 cases about transfer
•

No change in this quarter

•

Most commonly about objection

3 cases about supply
•

No supply cases were received in the previous quarter

•

Various issues

What customers in embedded networks are telling EWOV
•

The customer believed he was on higher tariffs than necessary. He said that despite several contacts he’d been
unable to get a better rate. He’d been adjusting his bills to pay what he thought he should be paying, and was now
$1,100 in arrears.

•

The customer hadn’t received a bill for over 4 months, when his bills used to arrive every two months. When the
missing bills finally came, it was in quick succession causing him financial hardship.

•

The customer was threatened with imminent disconnection. She believed her payment plan had brought her
arrears up to date.

•

When the customer moved into the property 2 months earlier, his real estate agent recommended an energy
retailer. A few days before he moved in, the retailer advised he needed to connect with its embedded network arm.
His first two monthly bills were much higher than expected. An inspection by an electrician found a faulty meter.
The embedded network retailer said someone would come out to inspect the meter, but no one had.

•

The customer said he was being expected to pay a large meter supply bill, originally issued to the owner/developer
before his property purchase settled. The retailer told him the conveyancer should have added the fee into his
settlement amount.

•

The customer was concerned that the retailer’s billing format didn’t show consumption details. He said he asked
for meter data, but the retailer couldn’t provide it.

•

The customer said he became aware that other residents were paying a lower service to property charge, but the
retailer wouldn’t respond to his concerns.

•

The customer wanted to switch to a retailer with better rates. He had learnt that his ‘above the standing rate’ contract
was agreed to by the body corporate. He said the retailer had refused to match the standing rates of other retailers.

•

The customer said his bills were increased 10% without notice. He said he was being charged significantly more
than the Victorian Default Offer.

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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SOLAR CASES
July to September 2019

Trends in solar cases and issues
396 solar cases overall
•

Down 19% against the previous quarter

•

71% in-jurisdiction

•

29% out-of-jurisdiction

282 in-jurisdiction cases
•

31% about tariffs

•

26% about provision at an existing connection

114 out-of-jurisdiction cases
•

42% related to solar installation — for example, cases about provision and customer service and general questions,
which we received as enquiries and most commonly referred to Consumer Affairs Victoria

•

20% about provision at an existing connection

•

33% about customer service

Energy and Water Ombudsman (Victoria) Ltd | ABN 57 070 516 175
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SOLAR
FIGURE 6
Solar cases
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Solar Case Study: Solar benefits delayed by paperwork errors
Missed solar credits | poor communication | expected savings not realised
Case numbers: 2019/14912

In September 2019, threatened with disconnection, Ms M contacted EWOV to complain about delays in
upgrading her electricity supply following the installation of solar panels in April 2018. She was also concerned
that her electricity bills had not fallen as the solar installer said they would. Ms M said she was led to believe
her future bills would be between $300 and $400, but they were still between $1,400 and $1,700. She said
she hadn’t paid any bills in the 12 months since the solar system was installed,
because she was waiting for the electricity retailer to adjust her billing based on
the solar readings. Having received a disconnection notice in August 2019, she’d
made a payment of $250 in early September.
We registered Ms M’s complaint as an Assisted Referral and facilitated contact
with her by a higher-level contact within the electricity retailer. Ms M returned to
EWOV saying that the retailer had offered $587.46 for the missed solar credits, but
she’d declined the offer as insufficient given the delay she’d experienced.
Ms J agreed to pay $200 fortnightly towards the arrears while we investigated her
complaint.
Our Investigation revealed a succession of emails and contacts among the

“Responding to
Ms M’s expectation of
substantial savings on her
bills after the installation of
the solar panels, the electricity
retailer made the point that her
savings would be dependent
on her usage patterns.’’

retailer, the solar installer, the distributor and the customer since the solar panels
were installed in April 2018. The reason for the delay came down to paperwork
being incorrect, incomplete or not submitted. After much back and forth, and
laying of blame, a service order for solar meter configuration had been finalised
by the distributor in mid-April 2019.
While the electricity retailer acknowledged its part in the delay, it was able to show that the solar installer’s
submission of incorrect paperwork was also a major contributing factor.
Responding to Ms M’s expectation of substantial savings on her bills after the installation of the solar panels,
the electricity retailer made the point that her savings would be dependent on her usage patterns. Looking
to understand whether the solar system was operating correctly, we sought the advice of EWOV’s Technical
Consultant. His assessment was that the system may not be meeting Ms M’s expectations, but the meter data
suggested it was operating perfectly. He advised that the meter data also showed significantly high loads at the
property, particularly overnight.
The retailer added a customer service payment of $200 to increase its offer of $587.46 to $787.46. It also offered
Ms M a payment plan of $166 a month to pay off the balance of $2,796.54.
We conveyed the findings of our Investigation and the retailer’s offer to Ms M. She accepted the Investigation
results and the retailer’s offer. The complaint was closed.
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ELECTRICITY
FIGURE 7
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GAS
FIGURE 8
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WATER
FIGURE 9
Water cases
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SYSTEMIC ISSUES
Summary of systemic issue investigations opened and closed
July to September 2019

Energy

Water

LPG

Registered

5

2

-

Closed

4

2

-

Note: Systemic issue investigations that were registered during the above period, but the issue has not yet been
identified as systemic, have not been included.

Systemic issues identified through EWOV’s case handling
July to September 2019

ENERGY
Disconnected customers not taken back or reconnected
Two cases received by EWOV highlighted that, having disconnected customers, an electricity
retailer refused to take them back or reconnect them because of their credit history. In each case,
the retailer held the billing rights to the customer’s site. Under clauses 18 and 19 of the Energy
Retail Code, as the designated/financially responsible retailer for a site, a retailer cannot refuse a
customer its standing offer, even where the customer is in arrears. The retailer confirmed that it has
clearly defined processes (based on the requirements in the Energy Retail Code) for connecting or
reconnecting customers in situations of this type. It said it also has an internal escalation process
for customers who fail a credit check for a retail contract, when it has the billing rights for a site.
This process ensures that its normal mechanisms are bypassed to create a customer account and
re-energise the customer’s property. The retailer said that the agent and teams concerned had
undergone refresher training on the relevant provisions and associated processes and procedures.
SI/2019/20
Bill smoothing arrangements not covering usage
Through our case handling we identified an issue with a gas retailer’s calculation of bill smoothing
arrangements. The gas retailer explained that its bill smoothing payments were calculated via
estimations. It said that, in October 2018, it made an improvement to provide more accurate
forecasting of basic meters for bill smoothing arrangements. This resulted in the identification of
amounts being paid against bill smoothing arrangements that were not covering expected usage,
and subsequently a need for customers to increase payments to reduce large amounts owing at
true-up. SI/2018/14
Low gas pressure affecting appliance use
EWOV identified 15 cases related to a gas supply issue in a particular area. On reviewing the
complaints and testing supply to the affected customers, the gas distributor found the volume/
supply was at a lower than normal level, which affected customers’ use of appliances. The
distributor advised that two 63mm mains in the area were linked together in July 2019, providing
a dual feed. It said gate outlet pressures were also raised to provide greater capacity to the area.
SI/2019/26
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Advice of payment difficulty assistance
In one case received by EWOV, we identified that the energy retailer had disconnected the
customer without providing clear, unambiguous information about payment difficulty assistance.
This is a requirement under the Energy Retail Code. We understand 63 customers were similarly
affected. The energy retailer advised that it had updated its disconnection notice to include the
required information. It also advised that the affected customers received Wrongful Disconnection
Payments. SI/2019/30

WATER
Charges now applied where they weren’t previously
One case to EWOV made us aware that a water company had recently started to include sewage
disposal charges on the bills of customers whose property is connected to the main sewer, but
who had not previously been billed. The water corporation said it had been reviewing its asset data
to ensure customers were being charged for services provided. In March 2019, as a result of the
review, it identified 2,606 properties with sewer availability that weren’t being charged. 679 of these
properties were now being billed accordingly. The water corporation said there were valid reasons
why the other properties were still not being billed. It also advised that it had improved its manual
monitoring of properties to which the charges should be applied, and was working on a permanent
systems update. SI/2019/21
Inappropriate sharing of details
A water corporation informed EWOV of a privacy breach. It explained that in some situations,
where an agent (for example a real estate agent) handles multiple accounts, it sends one email to
the agent containing several water bills. It said the breach occurred when an agent’s details were
updated incorrectly and sent to another customer. The water corporation said it had reported the
breach to the Privacy Commissioner. It said that, to prevent the issue reoccurring, it had retrained
the staff member involved, provided additional training to other relevant staff and developed
training modules. SI/2019/24
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PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS MADE BY EWOV
July to September 2019

Priority Energy Datasets Consultation Paper
The Treasury, Canberra
EWOV believes the consultation paper addresses all the data sets important for the implementation
of the Consumer Data Right (CDR) in energy. Our comments addressed the six identified
priority datasets — National Metering Identifier (NMI) standing data fields, metering data,
customer provided data, billing data, retail product data and distributed energy resource (DER)
register data. We also raised the issue of dispute resolution for CDR complaints, observing
that resolution of energy-related CDR complaints will require specialist energy expertise.
EWOV’s submission online
The Treasury’s consultation paper

Strengthening protections for life support customers – Draft Decision
Essential Services Commission
Most of EWOV’s interactions with customers dependent on life support equipment are about
billing errors around the application of life support concessions, or poor information provision
by retailers to customers eligible for those concessions. In this context we observed that
strengthening life support protections should help refresh (and maintain) customer registers,
raise the profile of those customers and create opportunities to ensure they’re properly informed
about relevant concessions. We supported the intent of the draft decision to align Victoria’s
regulatory requirements with the new life support obligations in the National Energy Retail Rules.
We also supported additional protections to improve information flows (between customers,
retailers, distributors, exempt persons) to ensure life support registers are promptly updated and
well-maintained, and the new protections are extended to embedded network customers.
EWOV’s submission online
ESC’s draft decision

Electricity Distribution Code Review Issues Paper
Essential Services Commission
In our submission, we observed there is significant scope to reduce the number of electricity
distribution cases EWOV receives — by improving distributor and business-to-business processes, and
providing better customer service by way of higher service standards and greater engagement. We
made comment on some specific aspects of the paper, supporting those with brief case studies.
EWOV’s submission online
ESC’s issues paper
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GLOSSARY
More about EWOV’s issue and complaint terminology can be found on our website.
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